G20: Connecting Microphones and Headphones

**Microphones**

1. Make sure to push the button (above the red record button) into “Cinema” mode
2. On the bottom right corner of the camera (near the lens) there is a “MIC” input jack
3. Plug the Microphone into this jack
4. On the LCD screen, press the “MENU” tab
5. Scroll down until you see “MIC Terminal Input”
6. Click the side tab that says “MIC” to make sure the audio is being recorded through the external microphone.
7. Press the “X” in the top right corner, and you’re ready to record!

**G20: Connecting Microphones and Headphones**

**Headphones**

1. Open the LCD Screen
2. On the inside part of the camera, there is a cover labeled with the words “Component Out” and “AV Out”
3. Slide this cover up
4. Plug the headphones into the “AV Out” jack
5. Press the “Menu” tab in the top left corner
6. Press the “Wrench” Icon (third tab option)
7. Scroll down until you see “AV/Headphones”
8. Press the side tab labeled by “AV” or with a pair of mini headphones
9. Make sure to press the “Headphones” button
10. Press the backwards arrow in the top left corner
11. Press the “X” in the top right and Listen!
G20: How to Record onto SD Card

1. Set camera into “Cinema” mode
2. Press “Func.” on the screen
3. Press “Menu” on the screen
4. Select the middle tab in the menu
5. Select “Rec Media for Movies”
6. Choose the SD card slot your card is in

R20 & G20: Moving Media from Built-In Memory to SD card

1) The videos/photos must be stored in the internal memory in order to be moved to card A or card B
2) To access the scenes you wish to copy, press the (camera/play) button.
3) After pressing the (Camera/Play) button, press the “Edit” tab at the bottom of the screen.
4) Press the “Copy → A” or “Copy → B” tab
5) Choose from desired option